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Summer 2022 Color Guide
The fashion world has embraced COLOR the past couple of
years, from fun shades of bubble gum pink and kelly green to
the calming and serene hues of blue sky and seafoam green.
There is something for every mood or vibe in Summer 2022!

With these colors being used by top designers down to fast
fashion retailers, it's important to know what to pair them with
when trying a new hue!

My new guide will teach you the hues that are trending for
summer 2022 and what to pair them with for current and fresh
outfits! Often knowing new color combos can add countless
new outfits to your repertoire.

Each trending hue can be combined with contrasting colors for
a bold look or paired back with neutrals,  if you're aiming for
more subtlety. 

Review  your personal style statement. What are the qualities
you want to portray through your wardrobe? Do you want to
appear approachable? Confident? Down to earth?

Then enjoy discovering new color combos and learning what
each color symbolizes. 

 



.Bubblegum Pink
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Eye-catching Bubblegum sends a message of playfulness and
positivity.  Go bold by pairing it with red, neon pink or kelly green.
For a subtle and sophisticated look, camel is a pretty neutral to
pair it with.

https://www.pantone.com/color-finder/17-1928-TCX/


Sky Blue
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Light blue is a peaceful, calming color. According to color
psychology, blue is associated with trustworthiness and reliability.
For a cheery color combo, yellow and a darker hued blue create a  
 fun take, while taupe and toffee are ultra chic.  
 



Seafoam Green
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Seafoam green is a calming, restorative, and restful hue. For an 
 interesting color combo, pair it with vivid blue or a dark teal
(Tonal is always chic!). Chambray and camel & white pairings
with seafoam green maintain a serene vibe. 
 



Kelly Green
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Kelly green is a color of renewal, nature, and energy, associated
with growth and the environment. It adds a bright, dramatic
punch! Allow kelly green to be centerstage by pairing with white
or gold. And if looking for a little more stylish flair, cobalt blue or
lime will do the trick! 
 


